SOUTH SILO
Disinformation, Closed Circuit, an
immersive sound installation at Shatwell
Farm, Somerset. First installed 29 May
2021.
‘If we sit and talk in a dark room, words
suddenly acquire new meanings and
different textures. They become richer,
even, than architecture, which Le
Corbusier rightly says can best be felt at
night.’ – Marshall McLuhan, Understanding
Media, 1964.
‘Architecture is the simplest means of
articulating time and space, of modulating
reality and [of] engendering dreams’ [1], and,
perhaps paradoxically, in the silo at Shatwell,
a familiar architectural form is re-purposed
to create a kind of strange laboratory,
within which, through the manipulation of
architectural acoustics, of auditory and
haptic sensations, the formal aesthetics
and symbolism of pure geometry, interact
with (equally primal) tactile resonances
and symbolism, to evoke long-forgotten
reflexes, sense memories, and (arguably, to
some extent) even dreams. Extrapolating
the assertion that ‘architecture in general is
frozen music’ [2], the installation at Shatwell
is created not only within the building,
but by the building, with the building itself
functioning as a massive loudspeaker, as a
kinetic artwork, and as a musical instrument,
generating ‘sound’ which is (in part) heard
through the fingertips, drawing visitors into
an amniotic sound world of gently pulsing
vibration and breath-like rhythms.
In geometric terms, the curvilinear surface
of a cylinder is effectively infinite, while
in projective geometry, a cylinder can be
defined as a cone whose apex rests at
infinity [3] – a grain silo is in effect a giant
tin of beans, and every child who’s built a
tin-can-telephone is familiar with at least
some of the acoustic properties of plate
steel. ‘In every art it is the most elementary
and primitive means that achieve the most
profound and beautiful effects’ [4], and
Closed Circuit – the sound installation by
artist project Disinformation – uses simple

microtonal tuning techniques to create a
rhythmically active and dynamic sound mass,
which oscillates around a core frequency
of 40Hz. This is, in neurological terms, the
exact frequency of so-called Gamma waves
which is most strongly associated with the
integration of visual consciousness and
dreams [5][6], and is the exact frequency
most used in the field of vibro-acoustic
therapy [7].
‘We move within a closed landscape
whose landmarks constantly draw us
toward the past. Certain shifting angles,
certain receding perspectives, allow us to
glimpse original conceptions of space, but
this vision remains fragmentary. It must be
sought in the magical locales of fairy tales
and Surrealist writings: castles, endless
walls, little forgotten bars, mammoth
caverns, casino mirrors…’ [8]
‘Arnold began telling Alan about his
recurrent childhood dream, or nightmare
rather, in which he felt himself suspended
in absolutely empty space while a strange
noise would start, growing ever louder,
until he woke up in a sweat. Alan asked
what kind of noise it was, but Arnold could
not describe it… Alan imagined the old
hangar on the RAF camp… and made up a
science fiction story… in which the hangar
was itself a brain.’ [9]
– Joe Banks
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This summer we have invited three artists,
Disinformation, Denman + Gould and Lucy
or Robert, to install work across the site of
Shatwell Farm. Each work shows a different
approach to using geometric languages.
Installed in one of the disused grain silos
is an immersive sound installation by
Disinformation. The work, titled Closed
Circuit (2021), transforms the silo from a relic
of Shatwell Farm’s productive past – it was
built when the site was an operating dairy
farm – into a ‘strange laboratory’ within which
visitors experience sound as it resonates
the space and through the sensations of
touching the vibrating walls.
Outside of the silo, Dorset-based artists
Denman + Gould have installed Formation
2 (2021), a courtyard that responds to the
space bounded by the Drawing Matter
archive building, the silos and the Atcost
barn. The design of the courtyard is
influenced by the bold uses of colour and
geometry in the work of constructivist artist
Liubov Popova, and uses triangle-based
seating and paving first developed for their
public art project in Southampton.
The interest in geometric languages and
colour continues into the Haybarn gallery
space with a new series of experimental
silkscreen prints, Silk Shapes (2021) by Lucy
or Robert. The series follows their current
preoccupations with the geometry and
heraldry of racing silks and the 1928 Irish
Free state coin designs championed by W. B.
Yeats.

About the Artists
Disinformation is a sound, video, and kinetic
art project, which, since 1995, has produced
a series of pioneering experimental music
and installation art works. These have been
performed and exhibited in spaces such
as nuclear bunkers, chapels and church
crypts, a railway tunnel, trawlers, nightclubs,
community centres, pubs, cocktail bars,
libraries, and art galleries, in the UK and
internationally.
Denman + Gould is a collaborative
partnership between Russell Denman
and Eleanor Goulding. In addition to their
personal projects, they have recently
unveiled a new public art installation in
Southampton and are working on two
landmark public artworks at Lydney Harbour
in the Forest of Dean.
Lucy or Robert studied information design
at Central St Martins and Harrow school of
Art respectively, and having specialised in
graphic design for museums in London for
some years they moved to Bruton, Somerset,
for 15 years before relocating to Ireland.
Their Grilse Gallery will open in Killorglin in
2021 and will feature print-based work from
fellow travellers and invited artists.
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Lucy or Robert, Silk Shapes, 2021.

Denman + Gould, Formation 2, 2021.

Informed by years of collaboration with
artists, architects, museums and publishers,
Lucy or Robert, the studio of Robert and
Lucy Carter, has relocated to County Kerry,
Ireland, to establish a silkscreen printing
studio and gallery. We pursue a fascination
with typologies, codes and symbols: current
preoccupations include the geometry and
heraldry of racing silks, the 1928 Irish Free
state coin designs championed by W. B.
Yeats, and editioning contemporary poetry.

Formation 2 repurposes part of the grain
storage silo becoming a new addition to
the space bounded by the Drawing Matter
archive building, the silos and the Atcost
barn.

public art project in Southampton. The
courtyard concept acts as a central focal
point that brings people together as
gatherings take place in and around the silos.
Stools and paving can be commissioned from
the artists. The stools and paving exhibited
in the Haybarn and South Silo are for sale.
Please ask for more information.

The design of the courtyard is influenced
by the colour and geometry of Soviet
constructivist artist Liubov Popova, and
uses triangle-based seating and paving first
developed for our Courtyard Constellation

Each edition comprises 9 prints and an
artists’ proof. £285 each.
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Eleanor Goulding,
Grid, Ten Formations,
2021. Watercolour and
pencil. £325

